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Abstract. Neural machine translation systems typically are trained on curated cor-
pora and break when faced with non-standard orthography or punctuation. Re-
silience to spelling mistakes and typos, however, is crucial as machine translation
systems are used to translate texts of informal origins, such as chat conversations,
social media posts and web pages. We propose a simple generative noise model to
generate adversarial examples of ten different types. We use these to augment ma-
chine translation systems’ training data and show that, when tested on noisy data,
systems trained using adversarial examples perform almost as well as when trans-
lating clean data, while baseline systems’ performance drops by 2-3 BLEU points.
To measure the robustness and noise invariance of machine translation systems’
outputs, we use the average translation edit rate between the translation of the orig-
inal sentence and its noised variants. Using this measure, we show that systems
trained on adversarial examples on average yield 50% consistency improvements
when compared to baselines trained on clean data.
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1. Introduction
Humans exhibit resilience to orthographic variation in written text [1,2]. As a result,
spelling mistakes and typos are often left unnoticed. This flexibility of ours, however,
is shown to be detrimental for neural machine translation (NMT) systems, which typi-
cally are trained on curated corpora and tend to break when faced with noisy data [3,4].
Achieving NMT robustness to human blunder, however, is important when translating
texts of less formal origins, such as chat conversations, social media posts and web pages
with comment sections.
In this work, we propose, to augment NMT system’s training data with data where
source sentences are corrupted with adversarial examples of different types. There have
been various studies on the impact of different types and sources of noise on NMT
[5,6,7]. In this work, we focus on the noise caused by orthographic variation of words,
such as unintentional misspellings and deliberate spelling alternations as well as noise
due to misplaced and omitted punctuation. Thus, the closest to this study is the work on
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black-box adversarial training of NMT systems [3,8,9], where models are trained on ad-
versarial examples that are generated without accessing the model’s parameters. Unlike
the previous work, which focuses only on adversarial examples that model unintentional
changes of spelling, we also model deliberate orthographic alternation, such as omission
and substitution of diacritical signs. As we show in our experiments, such orthographic
variation has a more substantial negative impact on MT outputs than the other types of
noise and thus is more important to be accounted for. Further, to overcome the lack of cu-
rated evaluation datasets as required by the previous work [4,9], we propose an automatic
evaluation method that measures the noise invariance of MT outputs without relying on
a reference translation. By measuring noise invariance of MT outputs the method also
allows us to assess whether MT system translation consistency improves when facing
small variations in the source text.
Table 1. Noise applied to the example sentence: “Balta jra, zaa zeme.” Were possible, noise is marked in bold,
otherwise it is indicated with ‘ ’.
# Type Examples
1 introduce extra letters Balzta jra, zaa zeme.
2 delete letters alta jra, zaa zeme.
3 permute letters Batla jra, zaa zeme.
4 confuse letters Balta jra, xaa zeme.
5 add diacritic Balta jra, zaa zme.
6 sample substitute Balta jra, zaa zemi.
7 remove punctuation Balta jra zaa zeme
8 add comma Balta, jra, zaa zeme.
9 latinize Balta jura, zala zeme.
10 phonetic latinize Balta juura, zalja zeme.
2. Methods
We propose a simple generative noise model to generate adversarial examples of ten
different types. These include incidental insertion, deletion, permutation and keyboard-
based confusion of letters as well as the addition of a diacritic to letters which support
them (Table 1, examples 1-5). We also explicitly model the misspellings that result in
another valid word (Table 1, example 6). For interpunctual variation, we consider sen-
tences with missing punctuation and incorrectly placed commas (Table 1, examples 7-8).
For deliberate orthographic changes, we support sentence-level omission and phonetic
latinization of diacritical signs (Table 1, examples 9-10).
Measure of Robustness To measure NMT robustness and noise invariance of NMT
outputs, we calculate the average translation edit rate (TER) [10] between the translation
of the original orthographically correct sentence and the translations of its ten noised
variants for each noise type. We refer to it as tenfold noisy translation TER, or 10NT-
TER. This measure gives a score of 0 if all ten translations of a sentence with added
noise match the translation of the original sentence and a score of 100 (or more) if all of
them had no word in common with the translation of the original sentence.
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Table 2. The original training data sizes and data sizes with adversarial examples included.
Train
Original + adversarial noise
Small data English-Latvian 4.5M 9M
Large data
English-Estonian 34.9M 69.8M
English-Latvian 45.2M 90.4M
English-Lithuanian 22.1M 44.2M
3. Experimental Setting
Languages and Data We conduct experiments on Estonian-English, Latvian-English
and Lithuania-English language pairs. We use the Latvian-English constrained data from
the WMT 20172 news translation shared task to train small data systems that we use for
development and analysis of our methods. To verify that our findings also hold not only
for small data settings, but also production-grade systems that are trained on much larger
data, we use large datasets from the Tilde Data Library3 to train large data systems. For
validation during training and testing, we use development and test sets from the WMT
news translation shared tasks. For English-Estonian, we use the data from WMT 2018,
for English-Latvian – WMT 2017, and for English-Lithuanian – WMT 20194.
We use a simplified and production-grade data pre-processing pipelines. The sim-
plified data pre-processing consists of the standard Moses [11] scripts for tokenization,
cleaning, normalization, and truecasing, while the production grade pipeline consists of
Tilde MT platform’s [12] implementation of the same processes.
NMT Models We mostly use the default configuration5 of the Marian [13] toolkits im-
plementation of the Transformer model [14]. We select batch sizes dynamically so that
they fit in a workspace of 9000MB. Additionally, we use delayed gradient updates [15]
by setting optimizer delay to 4. We stop model training after ten consecutive evaluations
with no improvement in translation quality on the development set [16].
4. Experiments
Initial Experiments To test the effect of individual noise models on MT systems’ per-
formance, we train separate Latvian-English small data systems on original data aug-
mented in a 1-to-1 proportion with each type of adversarial examples. All in all, we ob-
tain ten systems trained using adversarial examples and the baseline. We test each sys-
tem on the original development set and development sets that have adversarial exam-
ples of each type of noise. Table 3 summarises the results. First, we note that including
adversarial examples improves the overall translation quality and especially quality on
development sets containing the adversarial examples that the systems have seen during
training.
2http://www.statmt.org/wmt17
3https://www.tilde.com/products-and-services/data-library
4http://www.statmt.org/wmt17|18|19
5https://github.com/marian-nmt/marian-examples/tree/master/transformer
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Table 3. Latvian-English development set results in BLEU [17] points for small data systems. Rows: systems
trained on original data that are 1:1 up-sampled with each type of adversarial examples. Columns: development
sets with each type of adversarial examples.
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baseline 21.4 9.3 7.6 20.1 19.9 19.5 20.2 19.9 20.2 16.9 21.1 17.8
latinize 21.9 21.2 15.6 20.6 20.5 20.0 20.9 20.1 20.4 17.1 21.4 20.0
phonetic latinize 21.4 15.3 21.2 20.4 20.3 19.7 20.4 19.8 20.3 16.9 21.2 19.7
add diacritic 21.7 11.2 8.8 21.6 20.7 20.5 20.7 20.2 20.5 17.3 21.4 18.6
delete letters 21.8 12.0 9.5 20.8 21.1 20.7 20.9 20.2 20.5 17.0 21.2 18.7
permute letters 22.0 12.1 9.8 21.1 21.3 21.7 21.6 20.7 20.7 17.4 21.7 19.1
introduce extra letters 21.6 11.7 10.1 20.8 20.7 20.4 21.2 20.7 20.4 17.1 21.4 18.7
confuse letters 21.7 12.8 11.0 21.1 21.0 20.9 21.3 21.2 20.8 17.2 21.3 19.1
sample substitute 21.7 10.6 8.3 20.6 20.4 20.1 20.6 20.3 21.3 17.1 21.4 18.4
remove punctuation 21.6 9.5 7.6 20.0 20.2 19.3 20.4 19.9 20.5 20.4 21.5 18.3
add comma 21.3 9.3 7.5 20.2 20.0 19.6 20.5 20.0 20.2 17.3 21.5 17.9
Second, we observe that not all diagonal elements of Table 3 contain the highest
BLEU score for their respective column, suggesting existing redundancies between the
noise models. Examples are MT systems trained using adversarial examples from noise
models that delete letters and introduce extra letters, which both when tested on their
respective adversarial example development sets come second to the MT system that was
trained using adversarial examples from the noise model that permutes letters (21.1 vs
21.3 BLEU points and 20.9 vs 21.6 BLEU points respectively). Similarly, the MT system
trained using the noise model that adds a comma (21.5 BLEU), shows no benefit over
the system that was trained using examples from the model that removes punctuation
(21.5 BLEU). Based on these results, we decided not to include the redundant models
(delete letters, introduce extra letters and add comma) in further experiments.
We, however, also recognize that the performance gains caused by the remaining
noise models are numerically small (+0.5 BLEU) when compared against the next best
performing MT system. For this reason, we use bootstrap re-sampling [18] to test if the
performance gains of MT systems trained on adversarial examples generated by the noise
models that add a diacritic, confuse letters, and perform sample substitution are statis-
tically significant if compared against a system that is trained on adversarial examples
generated by the noise model that permutes letters. Tests confirm that all differences are
indeed significant at p< 0.05. Based on these tests, we include these models in our final
experiments.
Large Data Systems To test the effect of the seven productive noise models on MT
system translation quality, we train Estonian-English, Latvian-English and Lithuanian-
English large data MT systems. For systems trained using adversarial examples, we aug-
ment the original data with another copy of the data in which each type of noise is applied
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Table 4. Test set results in BLEU points for large data MT systems.
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baseline 22.5 17.0 - 20.8 20.4 20.3 20.7 18.1 20.0
+ adversarial noise 22.6 22.5 - 22.4 22.2 22.0 21.8 21.7 22.2
baseline 19.0 10.8 8.2 18.0 17.6 17.7 18.2 18.2 16.0
+ adversarial noise 19.4 18.8 18.9 19.2 19.0 18.9 19.0 18.6 19.0
baseline 20.0 14.6 - 18.6 18.3 18.3 18.7 17.6 18.0
+ adversarial noise 20.3 19.3 - 20.0 19.9 19.7 19.7 20.5 19.9
LT-EN
ET-EN
LV-EN
Table 5. Examples of noise in Latvian language input data causing widely different English language
translations.
Orig. Twitter lietotji nespja notict, dzirdot Bairona Makdonalda neiejtgos komentrus.
Ref. Twitter users did not hold back when they heard how insensitive Byron Macdonlad was being.
Src. Twitter leitotji nespja notict, dzirdot Bairona Makdonalda neiejtgos komentrus.
Hyp. Twitter’s lieutenants couldn’t believe it by hearing Byron McDonald’s insensitive comments.
Src. Twitter lietotji nespja notict, dzidrot Bairona Makdonalda neiejtgos komentrus.
Hyp. Twitter users could not believe by clarifying Byron McDonald’s insensitive comments.
Src. Twtiter lietotji nespja notict, dzirdot Bairona Makdonalda neiejtgos komentrus.
Hyp. Twtiter users couldn’t believe it when they heard Byron McDonald’s insensitive comments.
Src. Twitter liettoji nespja notict, dzirdot Bairona Makdonalda neiejtgos komentrus.
Hyp. The Twitter countryside couldn’t believe it by hearing Byron McDonald’s insensitive comments.
at an equal proportion. The evaluation results of these systems on the test data sets are
provided in Figure 4. First, we observe that the performance of the baseline MT systems
and systems trained using adversarial examples on the original test data sets is compa-
rable, suggesting that using adversarial examples does not harm the translation of clean
data. Next, we observe, that when tested on noisy data systems that are trained using
adversarial examples perform only slightly worse (about -0.4 BLEU on average) than
when translating clean data, while baseline systems show an average performance drop
of about 2 BLEU points.
Robustness and Noise Invariance Besides measuring the changes in translation quality
caused by noisy input data, we also would like to measure the robustness and noise in-
variance of the MT systems. We motivate this by the observation that often small per-
turbations in input data lead to widely different MT outputs (see Table 5). Desideratum,
however, is that MT system outputs are noise invariant to an extent at least that uninten-
tional changes in input data do not affect the meaning of the translation output. Results
(see Table 6) of our experiments show that using adversarial examples in training im-
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proves the robustness and noise invariance of the MT systems measured in 10NT-TER
(see Section 2) on average by 0.1 10NT-TER points or in relative terms an average con-
sistency improvement of about 50%.
Table 6. Robustness and noise invariance of large data MT systems measured in 10NT-TER (see Section 2).
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baseline 0.27 - 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.29 0.19
+ adversarial noise 0.06 - 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.16 0.08
baseline 0.51 0.63 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.12 0.28 0.29
+ adversarial noise 0.16 0.14 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.15 0.11
baseline 0.39 - 0.19 0.21 0.20 0.15 0.39 0.25
+ adversarial noise 0.12 - 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.29 0.13
ET-EN
LV-EN
LT-EN
5. Conclusions
We have proposed a simple generative noise model for the generation of adversarial ex-
amples for training data augmentation of NMT systems. Our results demonstrate that
NMT systems that are trained using adversarial examples are more resilient to noisy in-
put data. We show that while for the baseline NMT systems, noisy inputs cause a sub-
stantial drop in the translation quality (a drop of 2-3 BLEU points), for the systems that
are trained using adversarial examples translation quality changes comparatively little
(an average of -0.4 BLEU). In terms of translation robustness, systems trained on adver-
sarial examples on average yield 50% consistency improvement when compared to base-
lines trained on clean data. Methods proposed here will be useful for achieving NMT ro-
bustness to orthographic and interpunctual variation in input data. This will be especially
beneficial in use cases where NMT systems are used to translate texts of informal origins,
such as chat conversations, social media posts and web pages with comment sections.
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